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Toyota is a biggest brand name well-known for its quality manufacturing vehicles. It is a Japanese
automaker producer that is famed due to its classy looks, comforts, durability and reliability grounds
world-wide. For the individuals who are planning to purchase new family owned car, the Toyota
would be a great option for them.

Toyota name came from its establisher surname i.e. Kiichiro Toyoda and started its manufacturing
in 1935 but in 1950 it began expanding. After a long struggle it acquired success to flourish Toyota
Motor Sales in USA. Can you guess which was the first car sold in America under Toyota Brand? Itâ€™s
Crown which was fortunately draw the attention of most of the people in America that offer a big
heap to Toyota.

That was the turning point of Toyota which guides their team to make more and more excellent
designs to become proficient. In 1960â€™s it has given birth to Corolla whose popular models are still in
production nowadays. The next most boastful model is Camry introduced in 1980â€™s and now in 2012
Toyota latest array of vehicles includes cars, minivans, trucks and SUVs.    

Now from Toyota we will shift to the most popular models whose utmost editions are launching in
present time:

Toyota Corolla:In 2012, corolla is launched in the latest version of corolla sedan. It is a five-
passenger compact sedan present in L, LE and S trim levels.  The fabulous features which it
involves are air-conditioning, keyless entry, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, full power
accessories, a height-adjustable driver seat, trip computer, a 60/40-split-folding rear seat, and an
auxiliary audio jack, a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and many more..In the safety
measures it has earned Good rating in government crash tests. It is a fuel-efficient car which offers
you an awesome driving experience.

Toyota Camry:The very next leading brand model is Camry that is also available in the new edition
of Camry sedan in 2012. The new Camry provide you amended versions with 178-horsepower 2.5-
liter four-cylinder and a 268-hp 3.5-liter V6. It is launched in L, LE, SE and XLE trim levels with lots
many features covering air-conditioning, 16-inch steel wheels, power windows and mirrors, a tilt-and-
telescoping steering wheel, split-folding rear seats, cruise control, Bluetooth etc.

Therefore friends!! If you are curious to more about Toyota and itâ€™s newly launched models then do
prefer to search online because it is a widest platform that imparts a complete knowledge.
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